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Abstract� The analysis of the performance of parallel programs has to be carried out

with the aid of appropriate tools able to provide compact and easy�to�interpret information

about the behavior of the programs� MEDEA is a software tool which applies various types

of visualization and workload characterization techniques to the raw measurements collected

at run�time on parallel systems� Synthetic descriptions of the performance of parallel codes

are obtained� Studies dealing with tuning� performance debugging and diagnosis largely

benet of these results�

� Introduction

The analysis of the performance of parallel programs has to be approached with extreme care� The

achieved performance is the result of the combination of the complex interactions of the hardware and

software components involved in the execution of parallel programs� In order to describe and understand

the behavior and the performance of these programs� measurements have to be collected by monitoring

the code executions� Many tools for monitoring and proling parallel programs have been developed

�see e�g�� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� Measurements hold all the information about the program performance�

The program developers need this information for code optimizations and debugging� Hence� a post�

processing of the raw data stored at run�time into trace les is required� The obtained results need

to be presented in a compact and easy�to�interpret format such that they can be successfully used by

the program developers for identifying the portions of the code responsible of performance losses� Nice

diagrams �see e�g�� ���� ����� which represent the detailed behavior of the program� need to be coupled

with some sort of more �condensed� results� This is particularly true in the case of massive parallel

systems� Diagrams� such as communication matrices� Gantt charts� and pure animations of trace les�

become useless when the amount of information to be represented is too large to be easily and intuitively

presented and interpreted� Statistical and numerical techniques ��� interacting together in di�erent ways

have to be used for accurate and e�ective performance studies�

MEDEA �MEasurements Description� Evaluation and Analysis� is a software tool which combines visual�

ization facilities together with various types of workload characterization techniques ��� for the analysis of

parallel programs� The main goal of MEDEA is to provide synthetic descriptions of their behavior such

that the most relevant information is presented in a �condensed� format� All the studies ���� aimed at

the code optimization� e�g�� tuning� performance debugging and diagnosis� will benet of these analyses�

The paper is organized as follows� Section � describes the overall structure of the tool and its major

functionalities� A closer look to the various modules it consists of is given in the following sections�

Section � presents the pre�processing of the trace les� The statistical analysis and the tting modules
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are described in Sections � and �� respectively� Finally� a few conclusions are drawn in Section �� Possible

extensions of the tool are also pointed out�

� The architecture of the tool

The starting point of performance evaluation studies is represented by the analysis of the measurements

collected on real systems� All the monitoring tools employ manual or automatic instrumentation of the

source code in order to trap the events generated during the program execution� Such measures are

collected into trace les and they can be analyzed at various levels� according to the objectives of the

analysis�

One of the main design features of MEDEA has been the denition of a friendly environment for the

exploitation of performance studies� This goal has been achieved by structuring the tool in a modular

way	 each �module� addresses specic issues related to the analysis of parallel programs� Depending on

the objectives of the study� a few of these modules are used in combination with each other in order to

obtain the required information� Each module provides di�erent results which give insights into particular

aspects of the behavior of a parallel program and which represent� at the same time� the basis for the

analyses applied within other modules� Parameters� such as� execution and communication times of the

program� and metrics� such as� speedup and e�cacy� are derived by means of ad hoc ltering routines

�see Section ��� Once the values of these parameters have been determined� a few modules dealing with

statistical and numerical analyses� such as� clustering ���� and tting ����� can be applied �see Sections �

and ���

The integrated use of these modules is made easier by a graphical interface based upon the X Window and

OSF Motif environments� Visualization facilities ���� represent a common framework for the presentation

of the results provided by the various modules of MEDEA�

Another important feature of our tool is represented by the possibility of specifying analysis sessions and�

within them� di�erent experiments� A �session� is the logical organization of the analyses performed on

specic measurements� Facilities for sessions management are provided� For example� once a session is

restored� all the results of previous analyses are available for further analyses� A session may consist

of one or more experiments� Each �experiment� corresponds to a particular set of input specications

within one or a few modules� For example� di�erent runs of the clustering module correspond to di�erent

experiments�

In the following sections� the characteristics of the main analysis modules of MEDEA are brie�y outlined

with the aim of pointing out their role and their possible usage�

� The ��lter� module

Measurements provided by the monitoring tool are typically related to the events generated during the

execution of a parallel program� For example� when the performance study is focused on the communi�

cation activities of a program� a trace le contains the time stamps related to the beginning and the end

of each communication event� Accurate studies require the analysis of parameters and metrics� such as�

execution time and speedup� which can be directly derived from the trace les by means of the �lter�

module of MEDEA� This module performs a pre�processing of the measured data in order to extract the

events of interest� Currently� trace formats of PICL ���� PARMON ����� and p� ���� environments can

be automatically analyzed� However� because of the modular structure of MEDEA� routines to process

traces produced by other monitors can be easily integrated within the tool�



Once the trace les to be analyzed have been specied� parameters� such as execution� computation� and

communication times� are computed� The number and the type of these parameters depend both on

the kind of information collected into the trace les and on the objectives of the analysis� For example�

when scalability issues of a parallel program have to be addressed� one parameter of interest is the global

execution time�

Furthermore� several parallel metrics can be obtained from this module� Prole curves represent the

number of processors performing a specic activity as a function of the execution time of the program�

Various types of proles �namely� execution� communication� computation� transmit� receive� and I�O�

can be produced� As an example� Figure � shows the communication prole obtained from the analysis

of traces collected during the execution of an hydrodynamics code� Visualization of these proles reveals

particularly useful when tuning actions related to the communication activities have to be approached�

Figure �	 Communication pro�le �a� and zooming over one portion �b��

Other metrics� i�e�� speedup� e�ciency� e�cacy� and execution signature� are also computed� Figure �

shows the curves corresponding to the execution signature and the e�ciency obtained from the analysis

of a parallel FFT code� The execution signature expresses the total execution time of the program as a

function of the number of processors� The e�ciency is the ratio between the obtained speedup versus the

number of allocated processors�

Figure �	 Execution signature �a� and e�ciency �b� for a parallel FFT code�



These metrics allow the identication of possible performance losses that can be experienced by a parallel

program when the number of allocated processors increases� In our example� the execution signature

shows that the gain in the execution time is almost negligible when more than �� processors are allocated

to the program� The same conclusions can be drawn from Figure ��b�	 there is a sharp degradation of

the observed performance for executions with �� and �� processors� Such metrics can then be used to

determine the �optimal� number of processors to be assigned to a program in order to achieve a good

balance between costs and benets �performance��

� The �statistical� module

Once the pre�processing of the measured data has provided the parameters describing the behavior of the

parallel programs� various types of statistical analysis have to be applied� They can be simply limited

to the computation of basic statistics or they can be as detailed as multidimensional analysis techniques�

The main goal of the statistical module is the construction of a synthetic description� that is� a model�

of the performance of the programs under study� by means of clustering�

In what follows� we will consider a parallel program as the basic component of the analysis� i�e�� the basic

workload component� A few runs of the same program or of di�erent programs constitute the workload

that will be analyzed�

Figure � shows the input specication window for the statistical module� This window is logically subdi�

vided according to the type of the analyses� In the left�hand side� specications of the basic statistics in

preparation to the clustering activity are presented� information related to the cluster analysis are given

in the right�hand side� It is possible to require the visualization of the results �e�g�� statistics� distribu�

tions� pie�charts� of each analysis� All these input specications are saved into a le� to be selected for

running an experiment�

Figure �	 Input speci�cation window for the statistical module�

At a rst level� basic statistics� which help in evaluating the properties of the parameters used to dene



the workload components� hence in understanding their overall behavior� can be computed� For each

parameter� indices� that is� mean� variance� standard deviation� standard error� skewness� and kurtosis�

are obtained and displayed in a tabular form� Frequency and cumulative distributions are also presented�

Di�erent percentile values can be visualized together with the distributions� All these results can be used

as a preliminary step towards the construction of a synthetic model�

For example� the study of the distributions and percentiles and of the basic statistical indices helps in

identifying the outliers� which is convenient and advisable to eliminate before constructing the model�

Outliers represent those components having one or more parameters values very di�erent from the cor�

responding parameters values of the other components�

Figure � shows the distribution of the message length� expressed in bytes� of an hydrodynamics code

executed on �� processors� As can be seen� the distribution is highly skewed� The median� i�e�� the ��th

percentile� is equal to ��� bytes� The ��th percentile is ���� bytes� Both of them are lower than the

mean value �equal to ���� bytes�� This leads to the identication of a few very long messages� which can

be considered as outliers�

Figure �	 Message length distribution�

When the numbers of components and�or parameters chosen for their description become large� a sample

of the workload components may be taken as input to the clustering� The representativeness of the

obtained subset is guaranteed by the random sampling technique�

Clustering analysis is then applied to identify classes of components with similar characteristics� For

obtaining meaningful comparisons among parameters that can be heterogeneous� it is necessary to scale

them in a common range by using an overall transformation �see Fig� ���

The result of the cluster analysis is a partition of the components into classes� characterized by their cen�

troids� i�e�� the geometric centers� The workload components� considered as points in a multidimensional

space� are grouped into a given number of classes according to their similarities� The clustering algorithm

implemented within MEDEA is the k�means� an iterative non�hierarchical method� The components are

partitioned by minimizing their distances from the centroid of the class they belong to�

For example� similar patterns in the communication activities performed by the various processors allo�

cated to a program are identied by applying clustering� Typical behavior can also be recognized in the

executions of the same program with di�erent number of processors�

As already pointed out in Section �� various analyses applied to specic measurements are logically

organized into a session� which in turn can be subdivided into di�erent experiments� Each time statistical

techniques are applied� a new experiment is dened and visualization of the obtained results can be

performed on a per experiment basis�



Clustering can be applied by taking into consideration all the parameters which describe a workload

component� The correlation matrix� computed within this module� helps in identifying and extracting a

subset of the parameters to be used in the following studies� Highly�correlated parameters are usually

discarded� Figure � shows an example where there is an high correlation between the execution time

�t exec� and the number of exchanged messages �nb msg�� A new experiment can then be dened� by

applying clustering analysis to four out of the ve parameters�

Figure �	 Correlations among �ve parameters describing a Jacobi program�

	 The ��tting� module

The tting module has been designed to provide analytical representations of the dynamic behavior of

parallel programs� Their internal activities� such as� communications� I�O operations and synchroniza�

tions� are captured by these representations� A large variety of studies� dealing with the modelling of

parallel program executions benets of these representations� Examples include global and per�protocol

communication proles� where the number of processors involved in communications activities are ex�

pressed as a function of the execution time� Other examples are the communication patterns� e�g�� the

amount of data exchanged between the processors as a function of the execution time� and the speedup

curves� which give information on the degree of parallelism achieved by a program� Metrics� like speedup

and execution signatures� can also be tted to study various aspects of the program behavior� such as�

the program scalability�

The tting module is used in strict conjunction with the lter module which� during the pre�processing

phase� extracts from the trace les the measures related to the particular phenomenon under study� Both

quantitative and qualitative descriptions are obtained�

The goal of the tting module is to condense and summarize the experimental measures by deriving an

analytical expression� It can be a simple function like a polynomial� a trigonometric� an exponential� or

a combination of a few of them� Depending on the objective of the study� it is also possible to use a

customized expression�

The idea of the numerical tting is to minimize� according to the least�squares criterion� the distance

between the experimental measures and the analytical expression� Once the tted function has been com�



puted� it is graphically presented by means of the visualization module of MEDEA� Mathematical details

of the analysis� such as the analytical expression of the tted function� the nal residual� the sensitivity

and the covariance matrix of the obtained coe�cients� are produced in a tabular form� The graphical

representation of the tted function versus the experimental measures provides a rough evaluation of

its ability to capture the characteristics of interest in the analyzed phenomenon� It may also suggests

modications on the tting function in order to obtain a better match with the experimental measures�

Figure � shows an example where both the tted function and the experimental measures are presented�

Figure �	 Fitted function �solid line� and experimental measures �dotted curve��

The example is related to the rate of SEND operations issued per second by the allocated processors

within an interval of about �� seconds� The tted function is a combination of an exponential and

a polynomial of degree equal to four� Such a simple function is able to capture the two peaks which

characterize the behavior of such communication activities�


 Conclusions

Appropriate tools for the analysis of the performance of parallel programs are required in order to identify

the in�uence of all the hardware and software components involved in their execution� MEDEA is a tool

which studies the behavior of parallel programs by applying a combination of visualization facilities with

various types of statistical and numerical techniques� Synthetic and easy�to�interpret information usable

in studies dealing with tuning� performance debugging and diagnosis� are obtained� Program developers

benet of this tool for performance analysis of their codes�

Future extensions will be dedicated to an integration of MEDEA within compilation environments� Infor�

mation about the achieved �or achievable� performance are fundamental for the design of e�cient parallel

compilers�
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